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EDITORIAL
Continuing Education
Admittedly, it was some time ago and memory
is not always a reliable guide, but when I was a
lad at school, I seem to remember learning about
the U.S. Constitution and a concept our teacher
called the separation of powers.
Under that concept, at least as I remember it, the
legislative branch of the government passed laws
and the executive branch was responsible for
enforcing them.

Missoula’s Office City
Celebrates 100 Years of Service

These days, however—if the current course of
the Staples-Office Depot merger effort offers any
indication—it’s apparently not quite so simple.
In addition to the FTC’s role as enforcer of the
nation’s antitrust laws, the agency seems to have
developed a fairly active side operation as a business broker, happily playing “let’s make a deal”
with our friends at Staples and Office Depot.
The commission may have turned down the original merger deal as anti-competitive and rejected
Staples’ offers to divest assets—an initial package
reported to be worth $500 million and subsequently upped to $1.25 billion—but according to
several reports in the general business press, it is
still actively engaged with the two office products
big boxes in a search for a solution that will allow
the deal to go forward.

It’s going to be a special year for JoAnn Hughes and her team at Missoula’s
Office City, as they celebrate 100 years of service by their dealership to the
Western Montana business community.
Missoula’s Office City was founded as The Office Supply Co. in 1916 by a former governor of Montana, Joseph M. Dixon.
Claude Elder purchased the company in 1920 and it has been in his family ever
since. JoAnn (president) and husband Richard (vice president and CFO) are the
current owners and third generation of the family in the business, with daughter
Shannon (A/R and customer service) and son Brian (purchasing and sales) also
active members of the team.
Missoula’s Office City has come a long way over the past 100 years. Today,
they boast proudly of being Western Montana’s largest locally owned office
supply and furniture dealership, with 16 employees who together represent
over 250 years of total industry experience.
continued on page 4 >>
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Ultimately, we suspect that regardless of how this
increasingly messy saga finally playes out, the independent dealer community will see some major
new opportunities come its way.
If the deal goes through, current Staples and
Office Depot customers will likely want to broaden
their choice of suppliers and, if the past offers any
indication, they are also likely to face some significant service issues as the two big boxes work
through their consolidation.
If it doesn’t, there are more than a few reasons to
wonder about Office Depot’s continuing survival
and that would also create plenty of opportunity
for the good guys.
Meanwhile, I’m hoping someone can provide
some enlightenment on this whole separation
of powers thing. Did my high school teacher get
it wrong or is this really how the government is
supposed to be spending our tax dollars?
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Winner’s continued from page 2
A historic milestone is not the only thing the dealership has to
celebrate these days. Business last year ended up about 10%
ahead of last year, reports Richard, driven by a generally strong
local market and some impressive gains on the local and federal
government front, courtesy of Missoula’s Office City’s membership in TriMega.
Brian also gives kudos to S.P. Richards and its YES peer group
for young industry executives, of which he is an active member.
“It’s a great resource for any family-owned office products dealership and has certainly helped bring new ideas and perspectives to our own company,” he says.
Our congratulations to JoAnn, Richard and the entire Missoula’s
Office City team for a truly special landmark and here’s to the
next 100 years!

MA Dealer Union Office Interiors Sets
New Record for Annual Toy Drive

deeds for the holiday season when their annual annual toy drive,
held in conjunction with Allsteel in support of the U.S. Marine
Corps’ Toys for Tots effort, set a new record with over 1,200 toys
collected.
Now in its seventh year, Union’s toy drive drew participation from
22 local A&D firms and other customers who not only contributed toys but also took part in a design contest to decorate and
otherwise modify the collection boxes dropped off by the dealership as part of the drive.
Entries were judged by members of the Marine Corps and the
winners were announced at a special holiday season reception
at Allsteel’s Boston showroom.
“This was our most successful toy drive ever,” reported Union’s
Alan Hull, who has coordinated the drive for the past seven years.
“It’s not only a great way to spread cheer to children in need but
it’s also an opportunity to give back to the community that has
provided us with such outstanding support over the years.”
Alan and the rest of the Union team have plenty to be thankful
for themselves. The dealership has been posting annual sales
gains in excess of 30% since 2009 and last year was their most
successful year ever!

Complete Office Supply, IN Dealer,
Hosts 15th Annual Food Drive
Indianapolis-based Complete Office Supply has been organizing
a food drive to tie in with the holiday season for 15 years but they
really outdid themselves this time round, filling nearly two box
trucks and collecting $3,000 in cash for a local food bank.
“Some 30 companies participated with us in the drive, providing
food supplies that our drivers collected and donations were up
significantly this year,” reports Complete Office Supply president
Alan Bird.
And just to add a little extra motivation, the three companies that
collected the most cans received breakfast for their entire office,
courtesy of Alan and his team.
In addition to their good deeds, Complete has also been doing
pretty well on the business front, with business “off the charts,”
reports Alan.
Union Office Interiors team members get ready to unpack one of the entries in their
toy drive collection box design contest.

December sales, he says happily, were up 35% over the same
month last year, with every indication of more of the same as the
new year gets underway.

Wilmington, Massachusetts-based Union Office Interiors last
month added to what was already an impressive record of good
continued on page 6 >>
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Food Drive at Herald Office Solutions,
SC Dealer, Nets Close to 3,000 Items
Also getting into the food drive business last month was Dillon,
South Carolina-based Herald Office Solutions.
Over a two week period, the dealership called on its customers to
“fill our vans with cans” and those customers responded with remarkable generosity.
Herald’s customer service representatives contacted customers to
make them aware of the food drive and ask for donations and the
dealership’s supply drivers would then deliver collection boxes to
participating customers and collect them once they were full.
By the end of the drive, Herald had collected close to 3,000 food
items for distribution to several food banks and similar organizations.
“This was our first drive and we were thrilled with the support that
we received, both internally and externally,” says Herald director of
e-commerce, marketing and technology development Stephanie
Yarborough. “The response from both our own team and our customers was outstanding and we are already planning next year’s
food drive!”
continued on page 8 >>
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NC Dealer Sales Rep
Speaks at Local Middle
School Career Day
If you’re looking for a way to make finding good people easier, you might want to
follow the example of James LeGrande, a
sales rep at Reidsville’s Office City in Reidsville, North Carolina.
Last month, James took part in a Career
Fair held at local middle school, where he
presented his dealership’s story to some
700 students in grades six through eight.
“We have a number of local schools
who are customers of ours, so this was
a chance to give back and also to talk
about the opportunities offered by a
sales career and the benefits of working
for an independent small business like
ours,” reports James.

“I told them that sales is not an easy career
but it can be very rewarding and the kids
generally were very responsive,” he added.

though, since both Kristen and Katie have
worked in the business one way or another since their high school days.

It’s going to be a while before those middle-schoolers go looking for jobs but when
they do, at least some of them will look to
Reidsville’s Office City and the opportunities it offers thanks to James’s efforts.

Going forward, Kristen will handle the
sales and sales management side of the
business, while Katie will focus more on
marketing and administration.

New Owners at GA
Dealer Mustang
Computers & Supplies
This month sees the start of a whole new
chapter for Mustang Computers & Supplies in Decatur, Georgia.
After more than 30 years at the helm,
founder and U.S. Navy veteran Ken Haley
is handing the business on to his daughters, Kristen Haley and Katie Boswell.
It should be a trouble-free transition,

“I couldn’t be more thrilled about having
my sister as my business partner,” says
Kristen. And while she says new ownership will bring changes—with a website
upgrade topping the list of priorities for
the coming year—some things will stay
the same, most of all, the dealership’s
core commitment to superior personal
service and close customer relationships.
Our congratulations to the Haley family
and to the entire Mustang team, for proving one more time that no matter how
tough the competition, there’s still plenty of room in the office products industry
for well-run, family-owned and operated
businesses.

Increase Sales Beyond
the Front Office GROW your revenue
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Secrets of Success:

Cal Bennetts
There are many ways Stan Bennett
and his team at Cal Bennetts
in Visalia, California, can define
success. There’s longevity for
starters. The dealership, which was
founded by Stan’s father Cal with
the help of a $495 loan from his
aunt, celebrated its 50th anniversary
in 2014 and that’s no mean
achievement by any measure.
But there’s also sales growth. Stan
and his team just finished their best
year ever, posting a 20% top line
increase, driven largely by pent-up
furniture demand—Cal Bennetts is
an Allsteel dealer and some 65% of
total revenues come from contract
furniture—plus a growing base of
government and national account
business supported by various
vendor contracts with the General
Services Administration (GSA), The
Cooperative Purchasing Network
(TCPN) and similar organizations.

n Key management: Stan Bennett, president;
Julie Bair, office manager (21 years with
the company); Joe Bernardo, warehouse
manager (23 years); Markey Toomes, sales
manager (9 years); Trish Chrisman, sales (21
years)
n Annual sales: $5 million
n Products and services: Office furniture;
office supplies; design and installation
services; moving services; home
organization franchise.
n Founded: 1964
n Employees: 19 full-time; 11 leased
employees
n Key business partners: Allsteel, Independent
Stationers, Maverick Desk, 9-5 Seating,
OFBCC buying group, DDMS, 2020 Giza.
n www.calbennetts.com
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And then there’s a carefully
orchestrated diversification strategy
that has seen Cal Bennetts add
office supplies, asset management,
commercial moving services and,
most recently, a Tailored Living
franchise aimed at the home
organization market. Those moves
are not only designed to maximize
the value of existing office furniture
relationships but they have also
brought new high-margin revenue
streams and a broader base in
general to the business.
But talk to Stan for any length
of time about his dealership and
it soon becomes clear what he
sees as the most important way to
define its success. “It’s all about the
people,” he says, pointing with pride
to an extended family of employees,
INDEPENDENT DEALER

many of whom have been with the
business twenty years or more.
“I tell our people, my job is to make
sure this place will still be here ten
years from now and still provide
a home for them if they want it,”
he says. “And when Cal Bennetts
makes money, everyone on the team
makes money!”
The good news for the folks on the
Cal Bennetts team is there’s been
plenty of money making at the
dealership in recent years. Contract
furniture is not exactly a business
known for generous margins, but
Stan and his team posted an overall
GP of 42% last year, even as they
were breaking sales records!
Part of the reason for that impressive
performance is the product and
services mix—margins on the moves
side of the business average around
60%, he reports. But a large part of
it, he says, is due to his people.
“We’re still here and growing after
over fifty years thanks to a total team
effort,” Stan proclaims proudly. “We
keep the business going by setting
ambitious, company-wide goals
and when those goals are met, we
make sure everyone benefits, both
in terms of recognition and also in
terms of financial incentives and
bonuses.”
It’s not exactly an original model—
there’s more than a few other
independents who have used it
themselves with similar results.
But Stan Bennett has executed
that model exceptionally well. It’s
delivered some impressive results in
recent years and as a new year gets
underway, there’s certainly no sign
of momentum slowing down any
time soon.
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If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

Staples Depot Update: FTC Complaint Details;
Pre-Trial Hearings Get Underway
If the Staples-Office Depot merger goes through as originally proposed, the company it would create would control more than 70%
of the large B-to-B office supplies market, with the next largest
competitor holding less than a 5% share of that market, according
to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC).
The FTC made that claim in the formal complaint it filed last month
in which it argued the merger as proposed is anti-competitive and
violates current anti-trust laws.
In its complaint, the commission said an analysis using the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index, a commonly accepted measure of market concentration, indicated the merger, as proposed, is “presumptively unlawful.”
Under current FTC merger guidelines, a post-merger market concentration level above 2,500 points as measured by the index and
an increase in market concentration of more than 200 points make
any merger presumptively unlawful.
The FTC said the market concentration level following the Staples-Office Depot merger would be more than 4,900, and would
increase the index in an already concentrated market by well over
200 points, both indicators under high enough to trigger a presumption of competitive harm.

a preliminary injunction halting the merger plans, South Florida’s
Sun-Sentinel newspaper reported.
In the immediate wake of the FTC ruling, Staples made what it
called a “significant and substantial offer” to address the commission’s concerns that would have seen the company divesting
some $500 million in commercial contract business.
While the FTC rejected that offer as inadequate, FTC lawyer Tara
Reinhart indicated at a pre-trial hearing the agency had asked Staples and Office Depot to come back with a revised offer.
Subsequently, Staples made a revised offer to sell $1.25 billion of
contracts in what it described as “an effort to create an acceptable
remedy” but that too was rejected by the FTC. Reinhart said the
agency has told the companies that it’s concerned that they are
merely transferring contracts and not divesting physical assets.
Office Depot officials have already indicated their belief that the
merger will not survive a protracted legal battle and while Staples
has vowed to contest the decision, it too will ultimately have to
decide if a court fight is ultimately worth the risk and expense.
“Typically the longer it goes, the more the likelihood of it falling
apart,’ merger and acquisitions specialist Robert Brighton, Jr. told
Sun-Sentinel reporter Marcia Heroux Pounds.

The FTC’s complaint also cited numerous examples of both Staples and Office Depot claiming themselves to be the only participants in the large B-to-B office supplies market, defined by the
FTC as customers who buy $1 million worth of consumable office
supplies annually.

Brighton thinks the FTC is using the court challenge as leverage to
force Staples into a larger, more competitive divestiture, Pounds
reported. “I guarantee you they’ve already put the solution they
want on the table and Staples is resisting it,” he said.

The complaint sets a May 10 court date when an FTC administrative law judge will hear arguments on the merits of the FTC’s ruling.

Further complicating the picture: The merger agreement requires
Staples to pay $250 million to Office Depot if it terminates the
merger or loses the FTC trial.

Prior that date, lawyers for each side have agreed on a schedule of
procedures leading to a hearing March 21 on the FTC’s request for
continued on page 14 >>
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Industry News continued from page 12
Industry Response to the FTC’s Decision

Mike Gentile

issue is good for the IDC and those progressive dealers positioned properly to take advantage of it,” he said. Maggio noted
that many large independent dealers already have local relationships with regional and national companies and predicted that
those companies, as they re-examine their options regarding OP
suppliers, will conclude that their local suppliers are best positioned to handle a greater share of their business and hopefully
get an opportunity to show what they can do on a larger scale.

Mike Maggio

We asked the major dealer groups and industry wholesalers for
their reaction to the FTC’s decision. Both wholesalers and several groups declined to respond, with several citing concerns
about commenting in public on what has now become ongoing
litigation. Top officials at both Independent Stationers and TriMega were happy to comment, however.
Independent Stationers president and CEO Mike Gentile said he
was not surprised by the FTC’s decision on the Staples-Office
Depot merger and its subsequent rejection of Staples’ offer to
divest assets.
“[The offer] would have done nothing but shift the fulfillment of
[sales from companies like] Guy Brown from Staples to Essendant and would not have created a more viable competitor to
Staples,” he contended.
Gentile predicted tremendous opportunities for the independent
dealer channel, regardless of the final outcome. “Dealers now
have the right technology, a stronger national dealer network
and an experienced support staff with EPIC Business Essentials.
If the FTC’s decision is upheld, our dealers will take advantage
of this market dilemma and re-capture lost market share from
a desperate Office Depot and a stunned Staples. I would have
the same sense of optimism and enthusiasm if the deal were not
blocked, especially, since with only one real national competitor,
the IDC would capitalize on the lack of choice.”
Like Gentile, TriMega’s Mike Maggio said the FTC decision was
not a surprise. “I felt all along that the decision could go either
way and that the argument the FTC was making, concerning the
lack of a viable competitor in the contract space should the acquisition go through, was correct based on current market conditions,” he said, adding that he felt the Essendant involvement
and the proposed divestiture of “pass through business” did not
effectively address the issue.
Also like Gentile, Maggio forecast nothing but good things ahead
for independents, regardless of the final outcome. “I have maintained all along that the uncertainty and turmoil surrounding this
JANUARY 2016

And as for the long term outlook of the two remaining big boxes
if the FTC decision is upheld? “Staples will survive no matter
what the outcome but Depot’s long term survival in its present
form—retail, e-tail, commercial and contract—is questionable in
my mind,” Maggio said. “I would not be surprised if the final outcome is a smaller organization focusing on one or two of their
strongest areas, potentially divesting the rest.”
And if it goes through? “Simply put, it will accelerate the independent channel’s viability as a supplier to large organizations,
enabling progressive Independents to claim more share of the
OP spend. I believe we are already seeing some of that in the
marketplace today as a result of the Depot-Max merger; I just
think this will accelerate the opportunity.”
And if the FTC decision is overturned? “The outcome for Depot
is obvious,” said Maggio. “Staples certainly will be larger and
will no longer have a direct competitor of comparable size in the
contract sector. However, it is unclear to me, what that larger size
accomplishes.
“Suppliers have made it clear that the well is close to dry when
it comes to programs and pricing and Staples has only talked
aggressively about synergistic savings, which while substantial,
only buys you a year or two when dealing with Wall Street.
“I do suspect downplaying program improvements is more of an
effort to alleviate manufacturer fears long enough for the deal to
go through. Ultimately, I believe that whatever program improvements are available will not be robust enough to add significantly
to the bottom line.
“When it comes to competing for contracts, others will step in
and take the place of Office Depot, as large corporations will
insist on at least one additional bidder. Initially it will be tough to
dislodge such a large competitor, but as progressive independents learn how to compete effectively—and they will—independent dealers will begin to win contracts.
“What is essential, and I assume a key part of the plan, is that
this acquisition will give Staples the breathing room to continue
evolving as an organization while providing acceptable financial
results for key stakeholders. I believe Ron Sargent to be one of
the savviest operators and visionaries in our industry. Regardless

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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Industry News continued from page 14
of outcome, Staples will continue to be a
key player and force in our industry for the
foreseeable future.”

March 21 is Deadline for 2016
BSA Scholarship Applications

And as for the industry’s overall prospects? “This is still a great space to be
in and will continue to be for those progressive organizations capable of taking
advantage of the opportunities that present themselves as we continue to evolve,”
said Maggio.

March 21 is the deadline to apply for a
2016 Business Solutions Association
(BSA) Scholarship.

SuppliesWholesalers Integration
Now Available for Red Falcon
Software

BSA’s scholarship program, which is supported totally by contributions from industry members, has provided nearly 250
scholarships with a total value in excess
of $535,000 to talented young people in
the industry to help them with their college and university educations.
One hundred percent of all monies received are for scholarships with operating
funds provided by BSA.

Dealer technology provider ECi Software
Solutions last month announced that
printer and MFP cartridge distributor SuppliesWholesalers is now integrated with
its Red Falcon software for office products dealers.

Contributions, which are tax-deductible,
can be made in recognition of special
events or in memory of deceased loved
ones or friends. Single contributions of
$25,000 or more will be honored by an annual scholarship named by the contributor.

SuppliesWholesalers is already part of
ECi’s Private Supply Network (PSN), integrating with the company’s DDMS and
e-automate software.

For more information.

More than 600 dealers across the United
States utilize Red Falcon to manage their
office products and e-commerce businesses. This integration will make it easier
to include SuppliesWholesalers products
in their assortment, ECi said.
Using the integration, dealers no longer
have to upload SuppliesWholesalers’
products to their sites—it is done for them
automatically, ECi said.
A dealer can perform a stock check while
building orders and can see their cost for
specific items, too. Orders are transmitted
directly to Supplies Wholesalers electronically from within the Red Falcon software,
so no switching between programs is required, the company added.
For more information, visit http://op.ecisolutions.com/red-falcon/ or www.supplieswholesalers.com.

Smead Featured on
‘Designing Spaces’ TV Show
Smead Manufacturing last month announced that several of its products will
be the subject of a feature story on the
Designing Spaces television program,
which airs on the Lifetime Network. The
episode is scheduled to air on Thursday
January 7, 2016.
During the program, an overwhelmed
home owner is offered relief from her disorganized home office by utilizing Smead
organization products. John Hunt, host of
Smead’s weekly Keeping You Organized
podcast, was on hand to assist the home
owner with her office makeover by suggesting which Smead products would
help her solve her organizing challenges.
The desktop was cleared off and put
in order using the Smead Stadium File

with Smead SuperTab file folders. The
file drawer went through a transformation utilizing Smead Tuff Hanging Folders,
complimented with Premium Viewables
3D Tabs. The homeowner was shown the
ease of creating colorful and orderly file
tabs using the new Viewables.com Free
Online Label Creator.
Designing Spaces is a home improvement
show that travels all over the country remodeling, redesigning and redefining
the spaces we call home. The show airs
Thursdays and Fridays at 7 A.M. (ET/PT)
on the Lifetime Channel. It is also syndicated to hundreds of broadcast stations
around the country.

Mayline Earns OFUSA
Dealers Choice Award
The Office Furniture USA dealer group
(OFUSA) has presented its inaugural Dealers Choice award to Mayline Company.
The award was presented at the group’s
annual dealer meeting in November.
In a poll of OFUSA dealer members, Mayline received the most votes as “the manufacturer partner most important to our
dealership,” the company reported.
“We are proud to be part of the OFUSA
nationwide manufacturer’s network,” said
Rod Ganiard, Mayline VP of sales. “We
realize their dealer members have many
choices and we are honored to be voted
as their manufacturer partner most important to their dealer network.”

Clover Releases Sixth Annual
Sustainability Report
Clover Holdings, parent company of Clover Technology Group, last month released its 2014 Sustainability Report, the
sixth annual analysis from Clover of the
continued on page 18 >>
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Industry News continued from page 16
environmental impacts of its activities in
areas such as imaging supplies, telecom,
and wireless remanufacturing. The report
examines the economic, environmental,
and social performance of Clover’s operations from January 1, 2014 through December 31, 2014.
Key findings in the report include:
• The collection of more than
22,974,345 units across Clover’s
global operations
• Reuse of 39,949,938 lbs. of
material
• Recycling of 29,371,134 lbs. of
material

IRS Extends the ACA Reporting
and E-Filing Deadline,
ComplyRight Reports
The IRS has announced it is extending the
2016 due dates for meeting reporting requirements under the Affordable Care Act
(ACA), according to information provided
by ComplyRight Distribution Services.
While the deadlines have changed, the requirements are still the same and covered
businesses are still obligated to file, ComplyRight indicated. Specifically, businesses now have until:

• The addition of nearly 130
remanufactured cartridges to
Clover’s product offering
[VIEW] Clover’s 2014 Sustainability Report.

• March 31, 2016 to supply
employees with the 2015 Form
1095-B and Form 1095-C. The
previous date was January 31.
• May 31, 2016 to file forms 1095B and 1095-C with the IRS if
submitting paper forms. The
previous date was February 29.

• J une 30, 2016 to submit forms
1095-B and 1095-C to the IRS if
filing electronically. The previous
date was March 31
“This is good news all the way around,”
says ComplyRight president Richard
Roddis. “The new dates give employers
more time to gather the necessary data
and submit the required forms to the IRS.
But it also gives our partners more opportunity to sell.”
ComplyRight offers a full line of products
and services dealers can provide their
customers to meet their ACA filing requirements. They include:
Paper forms: These include the 1095-B
and 1095-C – as well as transmittal forms
1094-B and 1094-C. All forms are 100%
IRS approved, and corresponding envelopes are available.
continued on page 20 >>

INCREASE
PRODUCTIVITY
WITH EASE
At Tennsco, we understand your
hurdles and offer you affordable
storage solutions with on-time delivery
and superior customer support. With
a wide variety of quality products to
choose from, we have a solution for
you. Now, that’s Storage Made Easy.

1-800-251-8184
www.tennsco.com/ID
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CITY OF HOPE TOUR AND HALL OF FAME DINNER

Joe Templet
Senior Vice President, Essendant
2016 Spirit of Life® Honoree

2016 SAVE THE DATE
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10 TO 11

SUNDAY AND MONDAY, AUGUST 14 TO 15

City of Hope Tour and Hall of Fame Dinner
Duarte, California

Honoree Golf Outing at Conway Farms
Hosted by Essendant, Lake Forest, Illinois

MONDAY AND TUESDAY, MAY 9 TO 10

Bob Parker Memorial Golf Outing
at Kiawah Island, hosted by GOJO
Kiawah Island, South Carolina

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

Howard Wolf Golf Classic
Wheaton, Illinois
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15

Spirit of Life Gala
Navy Pier – Chicago, Illinois

The National Business Products Industry is committed to putting our compassion
into action and I am proud to be our industry’s 2016 Spirit of Life honoree.
Please join us at the annual City of Hope Tour and 2016 Hall of Fame Dinner, where
you will see firsthand how City of Hope’s research is speeding toward cures.

PHL-23605

Register at cityofhope.org/nbpi or call 866-905-HOPE.

Industry News continued from page 18
Software: ComplyRight’s proprietary ACA software provides an
all-in-one solution to help businesses comply with the new regulations. This software provides all the tools needed to create and
print forms 1095-B, 1095-C, 1094-B and 1094-C, as well as e-file
the form data with the IRS, ComplyRight said.
E-File: ComplyRight’s e-file website allows employers to enter or
import their employee data online for electronic filing by ComplyRight of ACA reporting forms with the IRS. Plus, businesses can
opt to have ComplyRight print and mail employee copies.
Print & Mail: For health plan providers, payroll service providers
and employers seeking high-volume processing of ACA forms,
ComplyRight offers comprehensive print-and-mail services. The
company can also file form data with the IRS for one-stop processing.
For more information: info@complyright.com.

Separately, Bretford announced its TechGuard lockers, which are
designed to provide charging capabilities for storing, securing,
and charging individual laptops, tablets, and phones are now
shipping. Available in 1-, 5- or 10-bay configurations, each bay
is equipped to hold a 15.5-inch laptop, 10-inch tablet, and a
phone, with the ability to charge them all at once.

Bretford Expands EDU 2.0 line,
Now Shipping TechGuard Lockers
Bretford Manufacturing last month announced three new additions to its EDU 2.0 line: the EXPLORE Flip and Nest Youth
Height Tables, EXPLORE Pedestal Base Tables and MOTIV Wall
Benches.
The new EXPLORE Flip and Nest Youth Height Tables are designed to adapt to the individual learning styles of young students by giving them the power to create their own space, Bretford said.
They are available in rectangle, trapezoid, quarter round, and
half round sizes, with the same feature set as the standard-sized
Bretford Flip and Nest tables.
The EXPLORE Pedestal Base Tables are designed for meeting or
group collaboration applications with seating up to eight. Tables
are available in sitting and standing heights with a single or double base and can also be configured with access to power using
the Bretford Juice power system.
Bretford’s new MOTIV Wall Benches aim to create a place for
students to catch up with each other and their studies. The
freestanding MOTIV Wall Bench is flat on one side so it can
be placed directly against a wall, and rounded on the other to
provide comfort when seated. The bench is flexible and light
enough to easily move and fit with different soft seating configurations that already include power. All of the new EDU 2.0
product lines are available for order and are currently shipping.
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For more information, visit http://bretford.com.

Gordon Christiansen Appointed Managing
Director of The Business Performance Group
Gordon Christiansen has been appointed managing director, Europe for The Business Performance Group Europe, a subsidiary
of The Highlands Group independent rep organization.
Christiansen joined The Business Performance Group last August 2015, bringing an extensive background in both the dealer
and vendor communities to the organization.
Commented Business Performance Group CEO Luke Chapman,
“We are delighted to add Gordon to our European business at
this key time in our evolution. His appointment will enable us
to scale up our already successful businesses across The Highlands Group divisions, and free up the much needed time for us
to focus on developing our other initiatives in the US and our
expansion into Central Europe.”
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The National Office Products Alliance Advocates on Your Behalf
Join us this spring for our
legislative fly-in to the
nation’s capital
The National Office Products Alliance
(NOPA) understands the value that its
advocacy efforts provide our members
and the independent dealer industry as a
whole.
In addition to employing the efforts of a
lobbyist who addresses issues in our
nation’s capital on behalf of both NOPA
and the Office Furniture Dealers Alliance
(OFDA), the alliance is also committed to
putting our members in front of their representatives so that they can hear faceto-face from the people who employ the
constituents in their districts.

This year, NOPA and OFDA are once again
joining forces to travel to Washington, D.C.
in the spring to advocate on behalf of their
respective industries and take the message directly to the offices of their state’s
representatives and we hope you’ll join us.
The fly-in is a great way to get face time
with your representatives. It’s also an
amazing opportunity to network with your
peers to discuss with them the challenges
you’re facing and learn how they are dealing with similar challenges in their own
markets.
The association urges as many members
as possible to take part in this important,
industry-specific fly-in. There is strength in
numbers and unity with your peers shows
legislators that our industry has power

and concerns that need to be heard.
Once we finalize the schedule—often a
tricky matter due to busy congressional
schedules, conventions in our nation’s
capital and the availability of hotels for our
stay—the association will be providing that
information to membership so we can get
people scheduled to meet with their respective representatives during the fly-in.
To participate in the fly-in, please provide
your preferred legislative zip code—either
your home or office—to NOPA headquarters. Our staff will work on setting up your
congressional meeting based on the zip
code you provide.
Questions, comments or need more information? Please email info@iopfda.org

NOPA Thanks You for a Successful 2015!
Now, Let's Make 2016 Even Better!
Last year,
the Alliance
achieved
many feats!
With your
continued
investment,
NOPA aims to
do even more
for you
in 2016!
To learn more about NOPA, visit: www.nopanet.org.
JANUARY 2016
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It’s Time to Bring Our
Sales Tax System into the
21st Century
By Ed McCoy

As chair of the Kentucky Retail Federation
Board of Directors, I’ve had the opportunity to learn firsthand about an issue that
is putting our sales tax system behind the
times. E-fairness legislation is the answer
to this issue and it needs attention quickly.
Currently, enforcement of online sales tax
collection is extremely lax and that places
all of us who operate brick-and-mortar
stores at an extreme disadvantage.
Failure to require collection of sales tax by
online retailers gives them an extremely
unfair disadvantage, especially when you
consider legislation is already in place
mandating that it be paid. To date, there
has been little to no enforcement of this
collection. We need our legislators to
listen up and close these loopholes. As
I have personally witnessed, the issue of
e-fairness has been very important to a
large number of Kentucky Retail Federation members because:
1. Our current situation gives online
retailers an unfair advantage because
those without a physical nexus are
not required to collect the tax.
2. It is also important to support
e-fairness legislation because our
current situation further hurts jobs.
The unfair advantage online retailers
have over Kerr Office Group and
companies like us makes it incredibly
more difficult to compete and
therefore more difficult to provide
good paying jobs. By not passing
this legislation, Congress is in
JANUARY 2016

turn discouraging job growth and
incentivizing online retailers instead.
3. Additionally, this isn’t a new tax.
In fact, everyone is supposed to be
paying the tax at the end of the year
when filing their taxes. Unfortunately,
it’s become acceptable to basically
cheat the system and ignore that
requirement. Passing e-fairness
legislation would greatly increase the
revenue Kentucky and other states
could collect, which in turn can help
the states better address some of the
tough budgetary issues they face.
It’s important to note that this isn’t just a
concern in Kentucky; e-fairness affects all
of us! I have seen the negative effects associated in our dealership. Customers will
come in to shop (“showrooming,” if you
will), spend time with our team and learn
all about a particular item, only to leave
and purchase the exact same item online
to avoid paying the 6% sales tax.
Findings from a recent poll conducted in
Kentucky by a national e-fairness coalition show widespread public support for
immediate action on e-fairness legislation.

7 out of 10 voters

More than
in Kentucky support an e-fairness law so
that online-only vendors collect sales tax
at the time of sale.

55% of registered voters in Kentucky
are aware that uncollected sales and use
taxes from online purchases are owed
when filing income taxes.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

85% of Kentuckians feel that it would
be easier for online-only vendors to collect
owed sales tax at the time of sale versus
the current system of self-reporting which
has a compliance rate of less than 2%.

61% of registered voters would NOT
change the way they shop online as a
result of federal e-fairness legislation. Only
3% say they would no longer shop online.

91% of registered voters in Kentucky
recognize the vital importance of local
retailers to their community’s economic
health and prosperity, with 69% saying
they are very important.

52% of Kentuckians believe the current
uneven playing field is inherently unfair
and gives online-only sellers a clear competitive advantage.
A lot has changed since 1992, when the
Supreme Court told Congress to act on
this issue. Please join me in raising awareness of the need for e-fairness reform by
letting your own legislators know how
you feel on this issue TODAY! Retail has
changed, the consumer has changed and
it’s important for the survival of independents that our tax system changes as
well. And the time to act is now!

Ed McCoy is vice president of Kerr Office Group
in Elizabethtown, Kentucky. He currently serves
as chairman of the board of the Kentucky Retail
Federation.
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For independent dealers, 2015 was yet another year of dramatic change. The
Staples-Office Depot merger drew the lion’s share of the industry’s attention but
many dealers and many small businesses in general discovered the Affordable
Care Act was not quite so “affordable,” at least for them. On the marketing front,
branding became a priority, as e-tailers and Millennial customers changed the
game and made a strong online presence—both in terms of a feature-rich, userfriendly website and an effective social media strategy—increasingly important.
These developments and more set the stage for the New Year, giving
independents a lot to consider as they make their plans. INDEPENDENT
DEALER spoke to eight dealers and asked what they think will be the biggest
issues for 2016. Here’s what they said:

Rosemary Czopek
president
Gorilla Stationers
Huntington Beach, California

Staples-Office Depot Merger
It’s not clear at his writing if the Federal Trade Commission’s ruling against the
$6.3 billion merger of North America’s last two standing office products big
boxes is the final chapter in the saga.
Staples has vowed to contest the FTC’s ruling that the merger would eliminate
beneficial competition for large corporate and government accounts, while
Office Depot has indicated it does not see the effort surviving a protracted legal
battle.
Either way, says Sean Marx, CEO of Give Something Back in Oakland, California,
independent dealers stand to benefit. “Office Depot is trying to figure out what
to do next,” he says. “It will be problematic for them if the FTC denies it because
they don’t know how to go forward from this point. A massive merger would
have a series of repercussions that will ultimately not be good for consumers,
and there will be a lot of consumer dissatisfaction.”
George Wood, executive vice president of Greenwood Office Outfitters in
Fort Worth, Texas, agrees. “I think it will be a great time for the independent
dealer community if the FTC lets it go through,” he adds. “The dealers who are
prepared should be able to take advantage of the opportunity that is going to
be presented to them.”

Yancey Jones, Jr.
general manager
TSRC, Inc.
Ashland, Virginia

Bill Schuette, president of Smart Business Products in Columbia, Missouri,
says dealers shouldn’t wait. “In my opinion every independent dealer should be
out there doing everything they can and then some to make the most of this gift,
by going right after every customer they have.”

The Declining Demand for Paper Products
Who would think declining demand in paper products would be good news but
when one door closes another one opens and Thomas Jordan, owner of Herald
Office Solutions in Dillon, South Carolina, says that’s a reason to be excited
continued on page 25 >>
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about 2016. “While the independent office supply business has been flat, we
continue to see success in the janitorial/breakroom and furniture categories,”
he says. “Aggressive independent dealers are in a good position to win market
share in those categories next year.”
“Paper and toner have always been low margin, commodity items that have
been a necessity,” says Wood. “Nobody was actually selling the category
because it sold itself. As I explain to my sales team, as the paper goes, along
with it goes the file folders, the staples and binder clips that went in the paper
and the filing cabinets that they stored them in. However, customers will always
drink coffee and use toilet paper. Get used to your new future!”

Thomas Jordan
owner
Herald Office Solutions
Dillon, South Carolina

Greenwood Office Outfitters’ breakroom supply category is up 70% for the
year, reports Wood, who sees pack and mail solutions and safety products as
two other add-on categories with good potential for 2016. “I hope I’m retired by
the time they want us to sell tools and auto parts,” he laughs.
The coffee and breakroom side of the business is also growing for Yancey
Jones, Jr. The general manager of Ashland, Virginia-based TSRC, Inc. says his
company’s technology products division is also primed to be a growth category
for 2016.
“We sell consumables like toner but we also have a group that sells into the
data center market with items like storage units, backup tape and cabling and
the services around those areas,” he says. “It’s what an IT value-added reseller
would sell and it’s a space not common for office products sellers.”
Tim Triplett, vice president of Triplett Office Essentials in Des Moines, Iowa,
says margins are improving as consumers come to better appreciate the full
range of products and services available to them from independent dealers.
“Manufacturers are relying on the independent dealer channel even more,” he
says, adding that he expects mailroom supplies to be his company’s next big
new category. “We’re selling corrugated boxes, specialty tapes and padded
mailers to existing clients. We are doing quite a bit of this type of business
without really focusing on it. With the right suppliers on board, it could be a big
growth category for us in 2016.”

Sean Marx
CEO
Give Something Back
Oakland, California

National Accounts
The big topic on Triplett’s mind for 2016 is national accounts. “National
accounts have been on every dealer’s radar screen for years,” he says. “Most
independents have tried at least one of the models, some with success. That
trial and error lets them know what works and what doesn’t. The good news
today is that independent dealers are working together better than ever to take
on national accounts.”

continued on page 26 >>
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Joel Vockrodt, president of Office Peeps in Watertown, S.D. says the key to
success is cooperation. “The biggest thing to focus on is to work together as
independent dealer businesses,” he says. “Whether that’s in buying groups or
co-ops, belonging and participating will be important, helping businesses be
stronger.”
Vockrodt points to the new EPIC Business Essentials program from Independent
Stationers and TriMega as an outstanding example of the independent
community working together to pair national coverage with local service.
TSRC has enjoyed significant national and regional account business for many
years through its own efforts and through its membership in the AOPD dealer
national account network, reports Jones . He says 2016 will be a big year for
them, with a number of important contract renewals coming up and plans to
expand existing accounts into additional product categories.

Bill Schuette
president
Smart Business Products
Columbia, Missouri

Consolidation
Consolidation, both among manufacturers and customers, has negatively
impacted Give Something Back over the years, says Marx. “The usual deal is that
one of our local customers will be acquired by a national organization and if we’re
not already supplying that organization, it can put the business at risk,” he says.
The more dramatic acquisition wave has been on the manufacturer side, says
Marx. “We’ve seen massive consolidation amongst suppliers,” he says. “For
someone in business for some time, it’s a shame to see brands that have
existed for many decades in jeopardy.”
Wood doesn’t see consolidation in suppliers stopping any time soon. “As their
market share dwindles and they can’t find a new widget, they buy somebody
else’s widget,” he says. “Some of these parent companies are coming from
outside the traditional office supply industry. Trying to explain to them about the
wholesalers, the buying and marketing groups and their financial requirements
is going to be a challenge that is going to have to be addressed.”

Tim Triplett
vice president
Triplett Office Essentials
Des Moines, Iowa

Rosemary Czopek, president of Gorilla Stationers in Huntington Beach,
California, says consolidation has become just another part of the landscape
in the industry. “We deal with it every day,” she says. “You have to adapt to the
market. That’s what being an independent dealer allows you to do; it makes us
unique.”

Technology
The biggest area of risk the independent dealer channel faces is technology,
says Marx. “Consumers just aren’t going to be willing to stay with a company
that doesn’t stay current.”
Wood says Greenwood is part of TriMega’s DSC buying group, which allows
continued on page 27 >>
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him access to powerful digital marketing tools. “We decided three years ago to
invest money in our website and it has paid for itself and more,” he says. “I am
fortunate enough to have two IT people that came from DDMS/ECI, which also
happens to be our platform. We are constantly changing and morphing the face
and content of our website.”
Schuette draws extensively on marketing resources from Independent Stationers
to develop a strong online presence. “We do all we can to drive customers to
our website through our email and social media marketing efforts,” he says.
Mobile technology is another big area to address, says Marx. “Mobile apps have
an impact on customer ordering and ordering patterns,” he says. “Customers,
especially Millennials, are looking for more technology and technology solutions
and we have to be there for them.”

Joel Vockrodt
president
Office Peeps
Watertown, South Dakota

Millennials
As Millennials enter the workforce, independent dealers have to shift their sales
techniques. Vockrodt says one of the things he’s learned about the younger
generation is that they like to make their own decisions. “When one person
transitions to a job it seems like we need to sell ourselves all over again more
than we used to,” he says.
Give Something Back has seen an upside to having more Millennials in the
buyer pool. “Younger people are really smitten with what our company is about,”
he says. “A company whose purpose is to support community organizations
through being successful at selling office products is something that is very
appealing to someone in their 20s or 30s. For that reason we tend to attract
employees who would not typically find themselves seeking the office products
industry.”
Gorilla Stationers is another independent dealer that attracts Millennial
customers as well as employees. “We’ve always been a very Millennial
company,” says Czopek. “Our workspace is open and bright green. We have
[the video game] Rock Band in our break room. Our company is creative and
attracts young customers and employees.”

George Wood
executive vice president
Greenwood Office Outfitters
Fort Worth, Texas

Fighting for Mindshare
To stand out in a crowded field, having a strong brand is important, agree the
dealers. Greenwood Office Outfitters rebranded in 2014 using Woods’ basset
hound Oscar as an icon.

continued on page 28 >>
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“Everybody has been having fun with that, wrapping the trucks
with his image, taking him downtown to the plaza and having
people literally come down 40 floors to have their picture taken
with him,” he says. “He is going to have his own tab on our
website called ‘Oscar’s Advice.’”
Branding today also means a strong social media effort. “Any
independent dealer should have good social media plan,” says
Czopek. ““We post all on all social platforms; it’s part of a larger
scale program that includes blog posts and content. I think the
most important thing for a company to do is to be able to reach
customers and be relevant.”
“It’s a requirement to have a robust, efficient website in order to
be successful in space today, but social media is not so much of
a requirement,” says Marx. “We see it as an interesting vehicle
to reach our target. While we have a social media presence,
it remains an untapped opportunity for our company. The
traditional way to find and keep customers still works. But a
social media presence can speed up the process and do a great
job of identifying targets.”
Wood agrees that social media is a challenge. “I follow a variety
of the industry on various platforms, and I’m not sure anybody
has the solution,” he says. “We are trying to have fun and not sell
product via Twitter and Facebook.”
Schuette says he’s fortunate to have a marketer on staff who
understands how to best use social media. “It seems we get the
best response to our marketing efforts when we make it personal
and talk about other things besides office products,” he says.

Online Resellers
All of the dealers view Amazon and its new business-to-business
effort as a bigger and bigger threat.
“In our area, Amazon just started offering free two-hour delivery
with limited SKUs,” says Jones. “What a company like Amazon
can do from a logistics standpoint is a big challenge for us.”
Vockrodt says independent dealers have to make their case
when it comes to competing. “We’re never the cheapest on all
items,” he says. “But when we compare two or three months
of purchases with somebody else, we’re right on or less. We
have to make the case that it’s expensive to pay somebody to
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research the best price over and over again. It’s much more
efficient to have one source. For the businesses we’re targeting,
making that case has been successful for us.”
Schuette hopes that state government can help level the
playing field soon. “It affects us in so many different ways – the
loss of revenue from not supporting local businesses to our
infrastructure by not paying sales taxes,” he says.
Schuette would also like to see the industry’s 3PV’s and
wholesalers step up their efforts on the content front to help level
the playing field and give independents the ability to offer an
“endless aisle” value proposition on the same scale as Amazon
and other e-tailers.
“Every manufacturer out there is willing to help get more digital
content in our hands to help independents sell more,” he points
out. “We have to get together collectively and demand that the
current low content restrictions by the wholesalers and 3PV’s be
released or all of us are going to go away!”

Healthcare Costs
Rising healthcare costs represent another area of concern for
independent dealers.
“We have always felt as a company, we need to be committed to
the people who work here,” says Marx. “We have always had a
fairly robust benefits package, including healthcare. It becomes
harder and harder to figure out how to leverage dollars to provide
something great, but we are committed to it and will continue to
do it.”
For Wood, healthcare is a sore subject. “It’s up ten-fold in the
past 20 years, with almost the same number of employees,” he
says. “We’ve literally gone from $3,000 to $30,000 per month.”
Schuette, on the other hand, feels fortunate. “We’re certainly the
exception to the rule; our cost has not gone up in the last two
years!” he says. “I’m sure I just jinxed myself for 2017! I have
heard a number of horror stories of other businesses that have
seen increases in the 80 to 90% range. Many of my friends out
there have been exploring the self-insurance route.”
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National Account
Opportunities Breed
Success
By Grady Taylor
As part of EPIC Business Essentials, the national accounts program joint venture between Independent Stationers and TriMega,
I have had the pleasure of being on the front lines of what our
channel calls enterprise accounts.

Examples include:
•D
 ifficult and detailed RFPs. EPIC works jointly with the
dealer in producing a bid package/proposal from both the
pricing aspect AND the bid narrative.

Enterprise customers are medium to large end-users that have
multiple locations and a regional or national footprint. With few
exceptions, this has been an extremely difficult market for the
independent dealer community since the mid-80’s and much of
this market share over the years has been basically ceded to our
publicly-traded competition.

•L
 ack of experienced enterprise account salespeople. EPIC
has full-time salespeople in your area with literally decades
of large/regional account experience. Working with this
team, your dealership will absolutely put your best foot
forward!

The good news is that it doesn’t have to be that way anymore.
The world has changed rather quickly, with our competition going from seven national players (USOP, CEXP, BT, Boise, Max,
Depot and Staples) to what can kindly be called “one and a half”.

•E
 nd-user requires a single integrated front-end for
ordering, etc. EPIC is the only provider in the channel that
meets these requirements. Whether the end-user is in
Boston or Baton Rouge, their web experience will be the
same.

With the merger between Depot and Staples blocked at least
through May of next year, we can expect to see them exhibit
continued dysfunction and lack of focus as they try to figure out
whether there is an end-game or not as a merged entity.

•E
 nd-user requires sophisticated usage and summary
invoice reporting. EPIC turnkey handles any and all
reporting.

Staples will, of course, survive, but in my opinion, Depot at the
moment looks to be in something of a death-spiral. I have old
friends at Depot and they were looking at the merger as a lifeboat
for their company. Following the FTC’s decision, their grapevine
is full of “What Now’s?” as they try to right their figurative ship.
For independents, all this means opportunity on a grand scale.
One influential central California dealer told me the other day that
as long as there is merger distraction, it provides his company
with positive prospects.
I believe that is how everyone in the independent channel should
be feeling at this moment. The key question, though, is how to
successfully exploit our competition’s current weakness. Many
dealers have the acumen from a marketing, systems and costof-goods perspective, but many do not. That’s where EPIC Business Essentials can provide invaluable support.
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•E
 nd-user requires a single customer service resource.
EPIC offers true national account customer service
covering all four time zones.
•A
 ccess to “piggyback” contracts for selling to government
and educational entities. EPIC provides access to TCPN
and AEPA for state, local and educational bodies and GSA/
FSSI/OS3 contracts for federal business.
As a new year begins, now is the time to build a plan for your
dealership to exploit the national account opportunity. EPIC can
help you do just that by giving you access to a successful, profitable enterprise accounts program! Reach out today for more information to either myself (gtaylor@epicbe.com) or Kevin France,
our VP of national accounts (kfrance@epicbe.com).

Grady Taylor is executive vice president of TriMega Purchasing Association.
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Using LinkedIn as a New
Business Development Tool
By Wayne Breitbarth

LinkedIn is the world’s largest online business networking site, with over 400 million
users worldwide and two new members
being added every second of the day.
It’s an amazingly powerful resource for
developing new business, building your
personal and company brand and recruiting new talent. But only if you know how
to use it!
Starting this month, I’ll be offering guidance and advice on how you can leverage
LinkedIn to make your business stronger
on multiple levels. First off: New business
development.
Let’s begin with lead generation. With just
a little know-how, LinkedIn can automatically serve up a list of targets who meet
your exact criteria for potential new customers.
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Here’s how:
1. O
 n the LinkedIn.com home page, click
the word Advanced on the right side of
the dark blue Search box at the top of
the page.
2. In the criteria boxes, enter the
keywords, job titles, company names,
geographic areas, etc. that your target
person would use on his/her profile to
describe himself/herself. For example,
a search last month for “lawyers”
in the keyword box and “office
managers” in the title box within a 50mile radius of a Northern Virginia zip
code yielded 379 listings. And quite
literally, it took less than a minute!
3. Review the search results, and look for
people you’d like to meet. Then check
to see who in your network knows
these individuals.
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4. Click the words Save search on the
top right of this list of search results.
5. Assign a name to this target list, and
choose how often you want LinkedIn
to notify you of new results.
From that point forward, with no further
work on your part, LinkedIn will consistently deliver to you an updated list of your
best and most qualified leads. Perhaps
more importantly, they’ll show you who in
your network might be able to introduce
you to those potential targets.
And even if you don’t have a very large
LinkedIn network of connections yourself,
you still have a promising list of prospects
that would have been much harder to develop any other way.

continued on page 31 >>
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As you build your own list of connections,
though, the value of that prospect list increases geometrically. Why? Because
you can then reach out to your network
and ask them if they’d be willing to introduce you to the prospects you’ve identified, thereby convertinmg cold calls into
warm calls!

Building Your Profile
All of which raises the logical question:
How can you build a network of LinkedIn connections with the critical mass to
support your new business development
efforts?
One key place to start is with your own
LinkedIn profile.
When people discover your LinkedIn profile, you obviously want to make a great
first impression—and if you include the
right information, they’ll be encouraged
to contact you. Here are some simple but
powerful ways to enhance your profile:
• Headline. You can include 120
characters in your headline. This
is the first thing people see, so be
creative and use keywords. Consider
including calls to action such as where
on your website they can get helpful
information, a link to useful video
content, uploaded case studies and
testimonials, links to your blog and of
course, your contact information.
• Summary and advice for contacting.
Include your business email and phone
number in the Summary and Advice
for Contacting sections of your profile.
Then people who aren’t part of your
network can contact you immediately–
even before they request to join your
network.
• Professional portfolio. Add media to
your profile to position you and your
team as office experts. Include white
papers, checklists, new product videos,
audio, slide presentations and other
customer-focused resources.
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• Summary. Use your Summary section
to clearly explain the benefits you offer
your customers. Chances are, there’s
already copy along those lines on your
website. LinkedIn gives you another
opportunity to leverage it.
• Special profile sections. If you have
a regular company newsletter, use
special sections, like Projects, to
encourage readers to sign up for it.
• Job experience section. Discuss
specific client situations/results, so
people can see how you can help them,
too. This is a good section to include
some customer testimonials, as well...
• Keywords. Include LOTS of keywords
throughout your profile to highlight your
expertise and increase your credibility.
This will also improve your chances of
ranking higher on the list when people
search for someone like you.

Next steps
Once you have your profile in place, it’s
easy to take lead generation to the next
level with just a few simple techniques.
For example:
1. Status updates. Share status
updates regularly, and include links
to resources from your company and
other industry leaders.
2. Landing page. Design a separate
landing page on your website with
resources, guides, checklists, etc. Use
your LinkedIn profile, status updates,
and group discussions to direct people
to these helpful documents.
3. Who’s viewed your profile. Check
out this helpful LinkedIn feature every
day. These people are checking you
out for a reason. If you find potential
customers, contact them. This is
money!
4. Groups. You can join up to 100 special
interest LinkedIn groups to gain
access to prospects in your market.
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Listen, share and connect. The bigger
the group the better.
5. Five-star connection request. After
searching for people in your extended
network using the technique discussed
above, be sure to use what I call a
five-star connection request You only
have 300 characters to work with but
you can still send a more personalized
invitation than LinkedIn’s standard,
impersonal version. And after they
connect, be sure to send them a
thank-you note with an invitation to get
together or set up a phone call.
6. People you may know. Check
this handy LinkedIn feature often.
Remember—connections are the gas
in the tank on LinkedIn; the more you
have, the further you go.
7. Strategic connections. Connect
with the best and smartest industry
experts. Monitor their status updates
and “share” them frequently with your
LinkedIn network.
8. Company page. Create a LinkedIn
company page, and make sure you
begin sharing status updates with your
followers. After all, that’s why they
chose to follow you in the first place.
Even after you’ve started tapping into
LinkedIn’s powerful search engine, built
a strong LinkedIn presence with a content-rich profile and put in place some
routine prospecting policies and procedures, there’s still plenty more you can do
on LinkedIn to bring new business and
new customers to your door. But that’s
enough to get you started. Next month:
Building your brand with LinkedIn.

Wayne Breitbarth, the author of the best selling
book “The Power Formula for LinkedIn Success”,
is a former office furniture dealer who shares
his passion for social media and LinkedIn
marketing expertise with others through business
consultations, books and articles and presentations
to audiences worldwide. For more information, visit
www.powerformula.net.
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Quota Setting
By Krista Moore

“Grow your business 10%!” I remember
hearing that from my boss many years
ago when I was a sales manager for an
office products independent, and it was
considered my quota.
Although it was easy to calculate, and
would be a great achievement, often it
was difficult for everyone on my team to
obtain. And more often than not, we didn’t
know what we were going to do different
in that year to achieve the growth. It was
just a number, a stretch goal, something
to shoot for yet not tied to any reward or
consequences.
Over the past 12 years, K.Coaching has
refined our quota setting methodology
and successfully built realistic and attainable quotas for hundreds of sales reps
and their companies. We also discovered
that poorly-set quotas can affect sales
force motivation and quotas without consequences negatively impacts sales culture, causing complacency.
I want to share the key components of the
K.Coaching model for you to consider as
you establish quotas for 2016.
n Rep involvement in quota setting. It’s
always a best practice to have the reps involved in the quota setting process. More
often than not, they will come to you with
a higher number than you have created
for them. It’s a great way to meet in the
middle, get their buy-in and create ownership.
n Quota setting should be tied to sales
compensation. This is an easy one to implement. A simple adjustment or increase
in percentage of commissions for achieving quota and a lower commission rate for
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not achieving quota can do the trick. You
can also add variable bonus incentives for
quota achievement on a monthly or quarterly basis.
n Accountability for achieving quotas
and consequences for not meeting
them. Don’t let your quota just be a number with little meaning or no consequences for not achieving. The consequences
should not be that they make less money,
which hurts everyone. An example of consequences is a verbal or written warning if
the quotas are not met after three months,
or a 90-day probation or performance improvement plan.
Quotas are created to drive achievement
and high performance. Therefore, under-performers should have consequences for not meeting expectations. It should
be made very clear that they could potentially lose their job if they continue to underperform. They usually hear that part.
n Reward and recognition for meeting
and exceeding quotas. It is very important to create a management system to
measure, monitor, reward and recognize
achievement. This can be done through
a tracking system and regular communications through monthly emails or team
meetings.
You can easily show the percent to quota
progress on a scoreboard in your office.
Anyone that exceeds their quota should
feel as though they are meeting the company’s expectations and being recognized
as a high performer. In addition they could
earn something extra, such as a monetary
bonus or a special trip or incentive.
I remember like it was yesterday the first
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time I was put under a reward system for
quota achievement.
Anyone who met their quota for three
quarters in a row was able to attend a
sales recognition trip to Carmel Valley
Ranch Resort in California. You can bet
that I and everyone on my team made
that trip!
A few years ago I remember speaking
at a sales kickoff meeting where they
presented trophies to members of the
High Achievers Club, which were those
that met or exceeded their quotas. A
“50-something” year old man stood on
stage, with tears in his eyes, thanking his
company and saying “Recognition…men
die for it and babies cry for it.” That’s all I
need to say on this point.
n Align the company’s strategies to individual sales goals, objectives and tactics. The idea is that if individuals achieve
their specific activity goals and objectives
they will ultimately obtain their quota. Sales
reps should know tactically what they need
to do to reach their quotas.
You can help them with “what to do” and
“how to do it” and monitor their activities
and behaviors. Conversely, if the sales
strategy and direction is unclear, the more
likely quotas will not be reached.
n Create realistic quotas, using a proven system. All of this might sound well
and good, but if you don’t have a system
for creating realistic quotas, then it makes
it very hard to manage and reinforce.
Our methodology consists of a step-bystep process for building effective quotas
continued on page 33 >>
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that can be easily communicated, implemented and measured. It also allows for
variable opinion and adjustments to be
made for new sales reps and new strategies.
The model is based on sound judgment,
previous sales trends, current opinion on
account projections, sales reps capabilities and market potential.
Year-over-year trends in a sales rep territory can predict future behavior and future
business opportunities. Our methodology
sets quotas based on current accounts’
historical performance, while understanding what percentage of their total business
is gained from new accounts (C-Conversions), what percentage of the business
grew through penetration (P-Penetration)
activities and what percentage of their territory was retained, (R-Retention).
These CPR percentages by sales rep are
then compared to other reps in the company and industry averages.

The premise is simple: Past performance
predicts future outcomes. Now you can
address what areas a sale rep needs to
improve in order to grow their territory,
e.g., new business prospecting skills,
penetration opportunities, or creating
stronger customer loyalty.
When you compare their numbers, you
can see their natural strengths and determine what training and development
they might need to get to the next level of
achievement.
Once you have the annual quota in place,
then calculate monthly projected quotas
based on the number of workdays in that
month. Consider seasonality and ramp up
for new sales reps.
Also, review the quota setting system with
them, so they are clear on how it works,
what their personal trends are and how
they compare.

to quota achievement, then it’s even more
important to ensure quotas are realistic
and obtainable in order for the system to
actually work.
Sales reps tend to understand this model,
and the numbers don’t lie. It helps them
know what they need to do better or different in the New Year to meet the expectations and their quota.
Good Luck! And know that we are here
to help; either through using our Quota
Setting System ($269) or a consulting engagement.

Krista Moore is president of K.Coaching, Inc., an
executive coaching and consulting practice that
has helped literally hundreds of independent
dealers maximize their full potential through
enhancing their sales strategies, sales training and
leadership development. For more information, visit
K.Coaching’s web site at www.kcoaching.com.

If you like the idea of tying compensation

It’s a New Year! And time to set Quotas
and Goals for your sales reps!
Save time and agony by purchasing K.Coaching’s
“Quota Setting for Maximum Revenue Growth”.
This quota setting system is a simple, but incredibly
powerful, 3 step process that will allow you to set the
perfect quotas for each individual sales rep.

$269

With this system you will receive:

Includes Excel spreadsheets with
formulas, examples, and a complete
Quota Setting System.

♦ A step-by-step process for establishing effective
year-over-year sales expectations and targets
♦ CPR formulas and samples
♦ “What if” examples and spreadsheets
♦ Monthly accountability calculator to measure progress

Don’t wait, purchase your
Quota Setting System by January 15th
919-554-4505
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www.kcoaching.com

and receive 1st year sales rep quotas and goals
as a BONUS!
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The Number One Way to Get More Profit
Out Of Your Salespeople This Year
By Troy Harrison

How do you evaluate your salespeople?
You should be looking at your salespeople as profit generators instead of revenue
generators.
The number one measure of a salesperson’s effectiveness (or a sales force’s effectiveness) is year-over-year profit dollar
growth. This is the result you should be
seeking. However, you can’t hold someone accountable for achieving a set of
results without letting them know how to
achieve them.
Many businesspeople (maybe you?) do
just that every day. They send their salespeople into battle with little or no idea of
how to sell to generate the desired longterm results of the company. That’s because the corporate sales culture is very
restrictive in terms of information given to
salespeople.
Too many business owners think that the
way to make sure that their salespeople
hold price and profit is to just not tell them
what things cost, how profit is generated
and what prices generate the desired profit.
That’s a philosophy borne out of fear and
distrust of salespeople in general, and
their own salespeople in particular.

It’s counterproductive. If salespeople
don’t know what goods cost and what
profit needs to be generated, they don’t
know specifically what constitutes a good
or bad deal.
They spend all their time returning to the
“bat-cave” for the next price or proposal offer. Then they get disgusted with the
process and move on to a new company. Or, they simply shoot to the bottom in
terms of price.
The old saying, “knowledge is power,”
applies here. Salespeople who know their
own cost structures and profit structures
are salespeople who are able to negotiate from a position of strength with the
customer. They’re also salespeople who
won’t be coming to your desk with deals
that you know you can’t accept.
If that sounds appealing, let’s talk about
how to equip your salespeople to generate profit.
Teach your salespeople how your company makes money. I’m not talking about
platitudes like, “We make money by selling our products.” I’m talking about getting out the old Profit/Loss, and showing
them the cost of goods, ancillary costs,
overhead, and yes, sales expenses.

Give your salespeople enough information to understand how their actions, decisions and proposals affect the company’s overall profit picture.
I’ve managed numerous sales forces and
every time that I shared P&L information
with them, our average prices and profits
went up.
Salespeople are smart and they are able
to understand and buy into this type of
information.
Simplify your pricing structure. Nothing
leads to downward price pressure like a
complicated pricing structure.
Here’s a general rule: The more complicated your pricing, the more your customers fear getting taken and the more they
want to negotiate price and profit.
Equip your salespeople with the knowledge and tools to price in front of customers on-site when the iron is hot and they
will find it much easier to hold price.
What your salespeople really want is to
have the tools and ability to close business on-site. Give them that and they’ll
use it.
Pricing stability is a good thing. That
doesn’t mean that you can’t raise or
continued on page 35 >>
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lower prices. But it does mean that you
shouldn’t do so like a hyperactive child
playing tiddlywinks.

Compensate and reward based on profit. This sounds intuitive but actually, it’s
not. At least, it’s not practiced very often.

I once worked for a business owner who
was constantly after the sales team to
“get our price.” The trouble was that we
didn’t really know what “our price” was on
any given day or week.

If your salespeople are to be profit generators but you compensate and reward
them based on revenue, they’ll always be
after gross revenue.

We gradually became less invested in our
profit picture because we never got a true
feeling for what our profit picture was at
any time. The owner reserved that knowledge for himself.
Don’t get weak and not live by your
own rules. If you want to know the Numero Uno way to frustrate your salespeople,
this is it: Demand that your salespeople
hold a particular price. Then, when the
customer comes directly to you, give the
customer a price you told your salesman
that you couldn’t accept.
NOTHING will upset your sales team and
de-motivate them quite like this.

Instead, align all your measurements
(compensation, bonus, stack rankings,
and evaluations) based on gross profit
generated during a given period.
Banish certain money-losing terms from
the vocabulary. I’m not a big “word guy,”
but there are some things that salespeople
say that are automatic money losers:
“I can save you money on…”
“I’ll give you the best deal around…”
“Can I bid on your business?”
“I want the last shot at the price…”
“If you find a lower price, call me…”

things, they’re costing you money. Also
guaranteed.
Ultimately, the way that you treat your
salespeople will be reflected in the way
that they treat their customers.
Treat them with fear and distrust and
you’ll see that in the treatment of customers. Treat them with respect and consideration, and you’ll see that reflected in better, stronger customer relationships and
more longevity in both your sales staff and
your customer base.

Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You Mean
It!” and his new book, “The Pocket Sales Manager.”
He is a speaker, consultant and sales navigator
who helps companies build more profitable and
productive sales forces. For information on booking
speaking/training engagements, consulting, or to
sign up for his weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603,
e-mail Troy@TroyHarrison.com, or visit www.
TroyHarrison.com.

If your salespeople are saying these

Office Products Women in Leadership (OPWIL)
is a professional organization connecting women in
leadership roles within the Office Products industry.
Together we can learn, develop and grow while forming
professional connections and developing lasting friendships.

Join our conversation on Facebook and LinkedIn for more information.
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